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basics for knitting the 
mittens in this book
The charts are read from right to left and from the bottom up—read in the same 
direction as the knitting. Each block on the chart corresponds to one stitch in the 
knitted fabric.

A number inside a circle refers to the corresponding number in the pattern.
The vertical lines marked on a chart divide the stitches by needle to make it 

easier to follow the pattern.
The numbers between the red lines indicate the stitch count for each needle. In 

this example, there are 12 sts on each of the four needles = 48 sts total.
Marking for the thumbhole: a dark horizontal line. The stitches on the row just 

above the dark line should be knitted with a smooth scrap yarn = the thumbhole 
row. Make sure the scrap yarn you use for this is a color that contrasts well with 
the pattern yarn so you can see the row later on. 

For the thumbhole, work in pattern up to and including the stitch before the 
marker. Add in the scrap yarn and knit the thumbhole stitches (here 9 sts) above 
the dark line. Drop the scrap yarn and hide ends inside mitten. Slide the stitches 
just knitted in scrap yarn back to the left needle and work them in pattern follow-
ing the chart.
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side of the mitten and the right-leaning decreases are on the right side. But some 
of the designs do have decreases worked the opposite way.

Knitting the Thumbs
All of the patterns show the front of the thumb on the right side of the chart and 
the back of the thumb on the left. Thumbs are worked in the round as for the mit-
ten itself.

When the scrap yarn at the thumbhole is removed, it leaves an opening in the 
piece so that the thumb can be worked there.

Before you remove the scrap yarn, run one double-pointed needle through the 
stitches below the scrap yarn and other dpn in the stitches above the scrap yarn. 
Carefully remove the scrap yarn. Inserting the needles beforehand helps to insure 
that the stitches won’t be dropped as you remove the scrap yarn.

Begin by working the stitches on the front of the thumb first. At the same time, 
increase at each side of the thumb as follows: On first side—knit a stitch into 
the last stitch of the mitten before you inserted the scrap yarn; on opposite side, 
increase by knitting into the first stitch after the scrap yarn. On the back of the 
thumb, increase by taking up into the stitch over the previous one taken up by the 
front.

The first round on the back of the thumb is worked into stitches that are 
actually “upside down.” Be sure you knit into each stitch so that it lies correctly 
on the needle—this will make the thumb look as smooth and neat as possible.

forsidebakside
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Increases
All the increases are marked with a V on the charts. The marked square is a 
“new” stitch.

There are several methods for making increases. A common method is to 
“make one” (M1): lift the strand between two stitches and knit into the back loop 
of the strand. In two-color knitting, lift a strand the same color as for the in-
crease stitch.

Or: Knit into the stitch below the previous or next stitch (left-lifted or right-
lifted increase).

Shaping the Thumb Gusset
In some of the designs, extra stitches are added below the thumbhole to form a 
“thumb gusset.” The number between the needle markers shows the number of 
stitches on the first round (1) on the chart, before the increases. On that round, 
there are no stitches on either side of the gusset. Begin increasing on the round 
marked 2 (number inside circle). In this example, you would knit 5 stitches and 
then increase 1 with the light yarn, knit 1 dark stitch, increase 1 with light, and 
then knit 4 more stitches to the end of the needle. Work subsequent increases the 
same way (with more stitches between increases each time, as shown on chart). 

Decreases
All the decreases on the charts are marked with a diagonal line in the square 
where the decrease occurs. The slant of the slash indicates the direction of the 
decrease—to either the right or left.
Left-leaning Decrease Methods: Knit 2 stitches together through back loops (k2tog 
tbl), or slip 1, knit 1, pass slipped st over (sl 1, k1, psso), or (slip 1 st knitwise to 
right needle) 2 times, insert left needle left to right into the 2 sts and knit them 
together (ssk).
Right-leaning Decrease: Knit 2 together (k2tog).

For most of the mitten patterns, the left-leaning decreases occur on the left 

Fell mot høyre

Fell mot venstre
Right-leaning Decrease 
Left-leaning Decrease 

Back Front
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Instruction s

Both mittens are worked 
the same way except 
for the placement of the 
thumb.

With Purple (Deep Tur-
quoise), CO 56 sts. Divide 
the sts evenly onto 4 dpn 
(= 14 sts per ndl). Join, 
being careful not to twist 
cast-on row.

1) Begin by working the 
ribbing on the cuff chart 
below.

2) After completing the 
cuff chart, continue, 
following the chart for 
left- and right-hand mit-
tens. On Rnd 1 (marked by 
the encircled 2), increase 
a total of 4 sts (one new st 
on each needle) = 60 sts.

3) On the chart row 
marked by the encircled 

3, increase 1 st at the side. 
This stitch will always be 
purled and will make the 
transition between rounds 
smoother. It won’t be visi-
ble in the finished mitten.

4) Thumbhole: The thick 
line on the chart (black 
line for left-hand thumb 
and red for right) indicates 
the placement of the 
thumbhole. Knit the 11 
sts for the thumb with 
a smooth contrast color 
scrap yarn. Slide the sts 
back to the left needle and 
knit in pattern. 

5) Continue following the 
chart up to the encircled 5, 
and then decrease 1 st (the 
purl st).

6) Shape top by decreasing 
as shown on the chart.

7) When 7 sts each remain 
on the front and back, 
seam the sets of stitches 
with Kitchener stitch. 

8) Thumb: Insert a dpn 
into the sts below the 
scrap yarn and another 
dpn into the sts above the 
scrap yarn. Remove the 
scrap yarn = 11 + 11 sts. On 
the first rnd of the thumb, 
increase to 26 sts total by 
picking up and knitting 2 
sts at each side (see chart).

9) Work thumb to en-
circled 9 and then shape 
top as shown on chart.

10) When 6 sts remain, 
cut yarn and draw end 
through rem sts. Weave 
in all yarn ends neatly on 
WS.

Jorid’s     Christmas hearts
Right before Christmas is a good time 

of year. After the stress of the day, 

you can lean back in your chair and 

get cozy with a cup of tea and your 

knitting. It’s so nice to make your 

Christmas gifts in such a comfortable 

way. Don’t forget to knit love and 

good Christmas wishes into each 

stitch!

These Christmas heart mittens are 

easy to knit because the pattern can 

be memorized quickly.

MATERIALS
Yarn: 
Dark Mittens: CYCA #1 (sock/fin-
gering/baby) Rauma Finullgarn 
(100% wool; 191 yd/175 m / 50 g), 
White #400, Dark Red #435, Deep 
Turquoise #438
 Needles: U.S. size 2.5 / 3 mm,  
set of 5 dpn

Light Mittens: CYCA #4 (worsted/
afghan/aran) Trysil Garn Alpa 
(65% acrylic, 20% alpaca, 15% 
wool; 153 yd/140 m / 50 g), White, 
Old Rose, Purple
Needles: U.S. size 2.5 / 3 mm

676726
Tommel

8

9

10
Rett maske
Vrang maske
Øk 1 maske
Fell mot høyre
Fell mot venstre

Vrangbord

1
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Knit
Purl
Increase 1 st
Right-leaning decrease
Left-leaning decrease

Thumb

Cuff Ribbing
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Ice crystal 
MATERIALS
Yarn: 
Multi-color: CYCA #1 (sock/finger-
ing/baby) Garnstudio (Drops) Fabel 
Print (75% wool, 25% nylon; 224 
yd/205 m / 50 g), Blue Lagoon #340
This yarn has the same fine blue 
shades as the sky itself.
White: CYCA #1 (sock/fingering/
baby) Sandnes Garn Sisu (80% wool, 
20% nylon; 191 yd/175 m / 50 g), 
Charcoal #1088, Light Gray Heather 
#1032
Needles: U.S. size 1.5 / 2.5 mm, set 
of 5 dpn

Sometimes on winter days all the 

windows in the kids’ rooms are 

covered with ice crystals—care-

fully cut out of paper. These white 

patterns stand out so prettily 

against the background of the blue 

winter sky, and thus the idea for 

these ice crystal mittens was born. 

The pattern on these lovely mittens 

emphasizes the elegant curve of the 

wrist.

84 · jorid’s christmas hearts

Left- and Right-hand Mittens
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